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incoln Wins
Speech Meet

Eastern Aids
Flood Victi111s

Sigma Delta Enlists Hollywood Scribe as Speaker
Prophet of Education

High Wins Second; Betty
King, John MacGregor, Harold Hayes Place in Finals.
Lincoln high school copped first
honors with 94 points in the NFL
speech tournament held on the Eastern campus all day last Saturday under the auspices of the TC high chapter of the National Forensic league
and the Footlights club, high school
dramatics group. TC was runner-up
with 83 and DuQuoin, Granite City,
Urbana, Bunker Hill and Casey trailed
with 64, 62, 30, 13 and 1 pointe, r~vely. In all about one hundred
school participants, from seven
schools of Illinois, participated.
MacGregor Places First
Among the local individual winners
John MacGregor, who won first
humorous reading; Betty King, who
-~·--·-~~ third in dramatics; and Harold
who placed fourth in humor-

/CPA Best Newspaper

"TEU THE TRUTH .AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

1935

President's Ball
Saturday Night

I

Dr. Jay B. MacGregor

Teacher to Survey
Education Trends

MacGregor Will Define Education Necessary to Democracy
Seventeen separate preliminary con-

ous.

Journalist's Meet Tonight Fea·
tures 'Mass Interview• With
Homer King Gordon.
Homer King Gordon, EI graduate.
teacher, journalist, ·and author (see interview, p. 1) will speak at Sigma Delta,
tonight, Tuesda.y, at 1540 Third str·e et,
at 7:30.
Mr. Gordon is the first of a series
of sp.eakers to be presented at meetings of the local journalistic fraternil-y
during the remainder of the year. He
has asked .that this meeting be in the
form of a "mass interview."
Other programs for future meetings
now being lined up will include such
subjects as the history of printing,
makeup of a newspaper, modern practical journalism, importance and influence of the press today and journalism as preparation for advisorship of
school papers. In the past Sigma
Delta has featured out of town speakers. This policy will be continued but
will be enlarged to include local student and faculty speakers. The program committee in charge of planning
meetings is composed of James Rice,
Glen Cooper, and Esther Wiseheart.
Florence Cottingham, president of
Sigma Delta, announces that all members of the News staff, journalism
class, and others interested in writing
are invited to attend, and should sign
the paper on the News bulletin board
by 2 o'clock this, Tuesday, afternoon.
Katherine Shores, Grace Scheibal and
Milbra Osborn a.re in charge of refreshments for .t onight's meeting.

were held throughout the morning
"What type of education can we
-s'i.x in the dramatic, six in the oragive to assure the maintenance of
torical and five in the humorous dividemocracy?" asked Dr. Jay B. Macsions. A cafeteri!a luncheon was held
Gregor when questioned about his
in the dining room of Pemberton Hall
cultural survey talk on "Democracy
at noon. The three final contests, one
and Education" scheduled for next
in each division, topped off the day's
Thursday afternoon at 1:55.
competition.
"What we want," he replied to his
A matinee dance followed from 3 to
own question, "i's an education that
5 o'clock with music furnished by Ray
will allow us to adapt ourselves well to
Lane's campus band. Immediately fol- our own day, but we certainly do not
lowing the dance, individual medals want to do anything which might
were awarded and the winning school, possibly block the desirable evolution
•·UJ.vv•u, received a trophy.
of democracy in the future."
Faculty Judge Final8
Dr. MacGregor, a member of the
The final contests were judged by education department, is well known
Dr. J. Glenn Ross, oratorical; Miss for his interest and information in
Winnie Davis Neely, humorous; Mr.
contemporary affairs. He has given
Howard DeF. Widger, dramatic. Memmuch study to democratic, social and
bers of the Players and Speakers club,
political ideals.
bolstered by volunteer contingents from
'Coleman Hinted'
the classes of the faculty spon§>ors,
"Dr.
Coleman,"
said Mr. MacGregor,
judged preliminary tilts.
"in
his
last
talk
gave
a hint to what
---EIBT
I want to try to develop when he mentioned the fact that we once thought
democracy was purely political, but
now we realize that democracy is a
social ideal. I want to see what conAn interesting little .twelve page publication, The Octave, appeared !or the tribution public education can make
third time this year over in the Train- not only toward stabalizing our deming school yesterday and announce d ocra.tic system, but toward cont1ibuting
its intention of competing in the an- to it so t hat we may come nearer to
nual contest for grade school newspa - molding a social order of our heart's
pers of the Oolumbia Scholastic Press desire.
"True democracy is hard to attain,"
association, of which it is a m-ember.
Containing ,four definite sections, admitted Dr. MacGregor as he waxed
news, editorial, sports and literary, The eloquent on his topic in which he is so
Octave is filled with contributions much interested. "But to say we must
from all the classes, one to eight.
(Continued on Page 8)
Sketches and cartoons, made possible by the fact that the paper is mime ographed, appear on almost every page.
Editor-in-chief of the ambitious publcation is Marjorie Nees. Jack SensinBy Robert fHbson
taffer, Mary Alice Stanberry, Billy
"Yes, I graduated from EI in 1914."
Husmann, P eggy Belle McNamer and
Kenneth Kinzel are associate editors. We were addressed by a dark, roMiss Bernice Bankson, fifth grade bust man of middle age, and were atcritic teacher, acts a$ faculty sponsor, trac/ted by the quizzical, humorous.
and is aided by the following student sparkle of his blue eyes. Tlu·ough a
teacher advisers: Carl Brant, Charles haze of smoke, Homer King Gordon,
life
Johnson, Geneva Pinkstaff, P auline well-known writer, related his
story. H e has been visiting his father
Pachciarz and Virginia Ruth Staff.
in Charleston for the past few weeks.
....••...•••.....•.....•......••••.................. He was born in Janesville, Ill., April
21, 1896, and lived in central illinois
DEAN H. F. HELLER
during h is youth. In 1910 he started
SPEAKS TO STUDENTS
his college career -by e nrolling at EI.
After his graduation he taught for
The inauguration of mid -rweek three years, first at Robinson, later at
dances is an experiment on our Bethany, Ill.
campus. If the experiment proves
Ev-er sin ce he started to write his
to be successful there is a possibil- first book at the age of eleven, he has
ity that mid-week dances will b e been interested in things literary. This,
held for a considerable period of perhaps, accounts for his enrolling in
time.
the Columbia University School of
It is necessary to confine the Journalism. Partly b ecause h e found it
privilege to students of th-e college. too expensive, partly because he found
A college recreation ticket must be ilt of little help in commercial writpresented at the door, even by p er- ing, he did n 't finish there.
sons who may be recognired as stuTutors Rockefeller's Grandsons
dents.
Upon leaving school he immediately
At the first dance several of the obtained a position in the Browning
men appeared in sweaters; a few Private School on Fifty-fifth street
without neckties. It is hoped that just off Fifth Avenue, New York. When
all men will wear coats and neck- he started work there he knew nothties at future dances.
ing of what type of school it was. Thus
H. F. HFU;T.FJR.
he was surprised only as one fresh
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• from the cornfields of Dlinois could

Q.c tave Staff Enter
Contest at Columbia

He Doctors It Up!

Russell Farnsworth Aids With
Amateur Short Wave Hookups; College Gives Supplies.
answer to the Red Cross appeal
I. forIncontributions
t o aid in caring for •

Dr. Donald R. Alter

Alter .Tel'ls Club
Degree Secrets
Gives Talk, 'History on the Graduate Level', Before Forum.

---1:18Tc----

ICPA Head Suggests
Parley for Editors
John Dohm, editor-in-chief of the
Normal Vidette and president of the
Illinois College Press association says
in his first communication to the News
editors on association matters, that he
considers holding a conference of Illi:nois college editors at Normal at the
end of this month. They would meet
Mr. Elbert L. Henon, new I. C. P. A.
sponsor taking the place of Mr. Charles Allen, who is on sabbatical leave
from the U. of I.
If Mr. Dohm's suggestion is followed,
a precedent in I. C. P. A. will be set.
In former years the newspaper contest
and convention in the late spring were
the only evidences of association activity. Then, as Dohm points out in
his letter, the critical service rendered
by the director proved of little value
to the papers, whose editors are, in
the main, to be replaced during the
next year by others who may not even
attend the convention.

"I want to correct some false impressions about the requiTements for
a master of a.rts and a doctor of philosophy degree," said Dr. A1ter in hls
talk, "History On The Graduate Level,"
at the Forum meetmg last Thursday
evening.
For a master of arts degree a single
additional year of college work on the
graduate l-evel, .after having a bachelor
of arts degree, is required. Two more
years beyond the M. A. are required
to obtain a doctor of philosophy degree.
Two general methods, the lecture
method and the seminar method, are
usually used in the courses leading t o
a master of arts degree. In the seminar method, each member of the class
is given a research problem which he
must present to the class. As an example of this, Dr. Alter was once given
the question "Who wrote Washington's
Farewell Address?"
A choice is usually offered of either
writing a thesis, which is similar .t o a
term paper, or of taking an additional
two hours of work in some subject. At
some colleges ·a reading knowledge of
either French or German is required
for a master of arts degree in history.
For a doctor of philosophy degree
in history, one must pass a reading examination ill both German and Frenc ':1.
At the end of one year's residence work,
a preliminary examination is given.
This examination consists of an oral
test in each of four fields of history
and an oral test in a minor field. "The
(Continued on Page 8)

Famous Journalist-Novelist Tells of Flunking at EI
be surprised to find, when he luakeci
over the roll, that hE:l was a tutor to
the Goulds, Vanderbilts and ·t hree of
John D. Rockefeller's grandsons.
As soon as war was declared Mr.
Gordon entered the army and served
through the war, although he never
went abroad. By the middle of the
summer he was advanced to captain.
In November, 1917, he was commissioned to the air service, where he commanded the 164th squadron. He was
transferred to the Intelligence Corps on
the Paci.lfic Coast, where he stayed until the war ended.
Before the war he had done some
writing but without much success. He
had written several short stories and
three plays which had not sold. Some
few of his stories met with better success. He hoo helped publish a paper
at the flying field.
Gets Newspaper Work In West
Imm-ediately upon discharge from
the army he secured a position on the
San Francisco Bulletin, a local San
Francisco newspaper. He later transferred to the Oakland Tribune where
he did general reporting. On leave of
absence he returned to New York to
tutor the sons of Alonzo Potter, a Wall
Street broker.
After that summer of tutoring he became the personnel director of the
Boomer Qhain of Hotels which includ-

ed the Waldorf Astoria Hotel where he
had his office. During this time he
wrote much, hut met with no success
in selling his writings.
Works for Broadway Producer

flood victims, notices went to all
morning classes Monday t7hat a college
committee would take contrrbutions of
clothes and forward them immediately
to the flood areas. Several bales were
gathered during the afternoon and
sant, under the supervision of Dr. Paul
W. Sloan, to the relief agencies.
A similar plea made in the Training School netted a large supply of
children's clothes for relief purposes.
The contribution of the college was
a number of .c ots and mattresses discarded when Pemberton Hall received
its new equipment.
All sources of government aid have
been placed at the disposal of the 11
states ravaged by the swollen rivers.
450,000 regugees are suffering in the
Ohio and trans-Mississippi river valleys. Thyphoid, diphtheria, dysentery,
influenza and pneumonia add to the
terror of the homeless. 35,000 WPA
workers have been assigned to help
coast guardsmen.
Russell Farnsworth, blind student,
has been active in flood relief
~hrough
connections with
other
amateur short wave operators. Farnsworth was instrumental in the delivery of vaccine to t"he flood area
by planes from the University of illinois. He has offered his assistance
to the local Red Cross office .
---EISTc----

Mixed T earns Feature
DeKalb Debates Here
Two DeKalb debate teams tangled
with Eastern debaters here, Monday
night, January 18, in their first trip
to Charleston since speech work appeared at EI. An unusual feature of
the debates was that mixed teamsone boy and one girl on each - spoke
on this year's problem of the extension of consumer cooperatives.
Grace Kortum and James Rice,
affirmitive team of Charleston, opened
the contest against DeKalb's negative
debaters, Marian Hayes and Arthur
Gambrill. Both teams became heated,
particularly in rebuttal.
After the debate, Glenn Coler, who
transferred here after two years at De
Kalb, and who acted as chairman of
the meeting, called on Professor Gus
Campbell, DeKalb debate coach, for
comment.
Mr. Campbell said that DeKalb had
just been waiting for a good chance to
make the long trip to Charleston for a
debate. He felt that the teams had
clashed well, and told of a recent experience with consumer cooperatives.
Charlotte Leverenz and Jay Wiltsie,
DeK:alb's affirmative, clashed with
Betty Rice and Charles Poston, Charlest on negatives, in the second debate
of the evening. DeKalb tried vainly
to elude the two horns of the Charleston negative's dilemma, which has
caused so much amusement in debates
thus far.

He was especially interested in play
writing and succeeded in getting a job
on Broadway under Adolph Klauber,
J ,a ne C'owl's husband. Vllhile Gordon
was working for him, Klauber put on
"Emperor Jones," Eug-ene
O'Neil's •....•......•••.......•••....•.•..•••...•••...•..•••
._
play. With Klauber was Ann H arding
TIME
MARCHES
ONwho was featured in her first play,
"Like a King" by John Hunter Booth, WITH PHI SIG ALUMNI!
while Mr. Gordon was with this job.
Reunion at the Phi Sig house
Frances Howard was another actor
last
Sunday supported the theory
with Klauber at this time who later
that time marches on, and that
became the wife of Sam Goldwyn, now
everything comes to an end. In
with Twentieth Century Picture Gorpfact is was discovered that that
oration.
old Eastern institution "Playboy"
Mr. Gordon's next position was a.s
Spence had died. It is now
press agent with the Kieth Vaudeville
"Coach" Spence, to you. But
Circuit with whom he stayed one year.
that isn't all. What has happenNext he worked as traveling represened to "Elmer" Clapp, "Monk"
tative of the president of the DistincHovious, and "Doc" Harwood?
tive Picture Corporation. This picture
Gone, all gone; relegated to the
corporation made all the silent pictures
antiquities. New duties have
featuring George Arliss, one or which
pinned the following titles on
was "Disraeli." While on this job he
the former campus notables:
covered the whole country from Gan"Professor" Clapp, "Judge" Hovada to Mexico and from New York t.o
ious, and "Boss" Harwood. Time
San Francisco. This company's last
Marches On!
(O'o ntinued on Page 8)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Clara Attebery Chooses New York U. for. Study Chapel Speakers
-

+-

By Mary Jane Kelly.
Miss Clara Attebery, who has been a
member of the home economics department at Eastern for the past three
years, has been granted a leave of absence, and is leaving January 31 for
New York. Miss Attebery is to enter
the School of Education, New York
university, February 3, to work toward
her doctor's degree. She received her
bachelor's degree from the University
of Illinois, and her master's degree
from Columbia university, and has obtained advance credits toward her
doctor's degree by attending Iowa State
university one summer and by attending New York university for two sessions. Miss Attebery plans to finish
the work required before she can begin her doctor's thesis either this session or next summer. She is planning
to obtain an E. f>. D. degree (Doctor
of Education), and her thesis is to
concern changes in the home economics curricula. The fact that Miss
Attebery has recently been appointed
to r.epresent the Teachers' Colleges
of Illinois on the State High School
Curriculum Committee will no doubt
be of value to her.
To Make Eastern Contacts
When asked why she had chosen to
attend New York university, Miss Attebery replied that she was going to
New York because she felt that Middle
Westerners, like herself, needed Eastern
and metropolitan contacts, and because

L
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and grubby as compared with the cool
cleanliness of C~lumbia," ap.d said ~hat
one felt always m the center of thmgs
at New York university, while Columbia was more aloof.
Wr=I Do Extensive Visiting
Miss Attebery is enthusiastic about
visiting the tenement districts to study
the newest developments in housing
problems, and about visiting the great
markets. She plans to do much of this
while in New York, and to take advantage of the special trips that are
sponsored by the university, such as
visits to the Good Housekeeping institute. She also intends to inspect as
many foreign restaurants as possible,
as she is very interested in foreign
Miss Clara Attebery
methods of food preparation. Miss
Attebery expects to visit a great numof the many opportunities offered in ber of teachers' colleges in the East
this spring, as well as the Department
the field of home economics.
of
Home Economics at Washington, D.
In describing New York university,
Miss Attebery particularly emphasized C.
the fact that it was located right in
In concluding, Miss Attebery refifteen minute ride from the university marked that she thoroughly enjoyed
to the Battery or to Radio Center. New York, "in small doses," but that
She remarked that soap box orators she would not want to live there. She
the center of New York, it being only also said that, contrary to most peomight be heard holding forth right ple's e~ectations, she does not enjoy
outside the university windows, or shopping in New York, although she
that a WPA dramatic performance did like to visit the book and antique
might be being given beside a. pool shops of the East Side.
where ragged children of all nationalMiss Attebery expects to return to
ities were playing - all within sight of Eastern next fall, and, if she finL5hes
the university. She described New her course this spring, will teach here
York university as being "more friendly this next summer.

I

J)r. Coleman Advocates Preparedness,
Quotes F.D.R. in Reviewing Problems

Eddie Is 'Real Tar'
At Great Lakes Base

Unravel Knotty
Debate QUeStlOn
•

Edwin C. Galbreath '36, now at the
Great Lakes Naval Training station
Great Lakes, Illinois, was a visitor 0~
The debate topic "R esolved : That the the campus last Friday, decked in his
extension of consumer cooperatives naval service suit. He is on a ten day
.
leave of absence.
would benefit the public welfare," was
explained to the student body at Chap- " "The first t~ree weeks,:' he says,
ellast Tuesday morning.
were spent m quarantme during
which time we had eight hours each
Both sides of the question were pre- day of gun drill practice. After the
sented in a round table discussion, in quarantine we started into our regular
which Juanita Brown and Glen Sun- work studying military tactics, ship
derman of Eastern and Charlotte Lev- construction, the tying of knots, etc.
ering and Woodrow Phaelan from DeIn his three months of training, Mr.
Kalb participated.
Galbreath has achieved the diStinction
Miss Brown gave a seven minute of becoming first class petty officer
discussion on the virtues and faults in (apprentice seaman) as well as being
our ca.pitailistic system of today. This put in command of the color guard. He
was followed by a three minute ques- is specializing in medical work and was
tioning period in which any member chosen first out of two hundred to
of the group had the privilege of ques- enter the hospital corps in San Diego
tioning Miss Brown about any of her after he has spent tliree months at
previous statements.
Great Lakes.
Mr. Sunderman then gave a seven
minute discussion on the history and
different from t hat followed in debatextent of consumer cooperatives in
ing. In the discussion, each constructhis country and in foreign countries. tive speech could be interrupted, if the
Miss Levereng gave a discussion on speaker failed to make a point clear,
reasons why consumer cooperatives and asked to explain further. Each
should be extended and Mr. Phaelan speech was followed by a questioning
concluded the discussion with an evalperiod. In ~ebate each speaker preuation of consumer cooperatives and sents a constructive speech and then
capitalistic enterprises.
each ·speaker attacks the other case
Mr. Phaelan, upon being asked if he and defends his own case in a rebuttal
thought t hat good consuming cooperative managers with the welfare of the
stockholders uppermost in his mind
could be obtained at low salaries, answered "we are all prospective school
teachers and must be idealists since
there are no great monetary rewards
to be gained in the teaching profession.
This discussi'on differed from a regular debate on the question in several
ways. There was no attempt by any
speaker to convince the audience one
way or the other. The ,r outine in
which the speeches were presented was

I

KNITS and

...................•.......•.....•..................

WOMEN'S LEAGUE FORMAL
APPROACHES-FEB. 5. BUY
ducts of our own industry and in- TICKETS EARLY, GIRLS!

BOUCLES

By Staff Reporter
"In view of world conditions, it is genuity. When we look at the problem
Already plans are far adno exaggeration to say that today, as historically we discover that the present
concentration
or
wealth
.
.
.
was
at no other time since 1776, the
vanced for the "strictly girl's
triumph of American democracy is es- actually fostered by our government.
invitational" Women' League
Exploitation Destroys Itself
sential to the future welfare of manformal
February 5, Bruce Bird's
"This system of private exp!oita.tion
kind. Though the rest of the world
swing
band
having been induced
go mad, let us retain our sanity. at ·public expense contained within it
to
leave
its
native Indiana soil
Though the rest of the world welter in the seeds of its own dtstruction. A.;;
&
MOTORIST SUPPLY CO.
for that date. Bird is known
a sea of blood, let us keep the peace, President Roosevelt said in his inOpen
Sunday
Until
Noon
as "one of the best" in Indiana..
secure in the knowledge of our own augural address yesterday, "We have
BYRON B. MILLER
League big-wigs warn every girl
strength-a strength we will use for always known that heedless self-interto start saving up (admission is
NOW
the benefit of mankind, not for its es t was bad morals; we know now that
$1.10) and every boy to start
610 6th St.
Heaters
..
Anti-Freeze
.. Defrosters
Phone
it is bad economics.
destruction."
shilling
up.
"For the first time in our history we
-·
These words are the conclusion
......................................••............
reached by the paper read by Dr. C. H. seem to be aware of the nature of the
Coleman last Thursday as the fifth problem. The Federal government
survey lecture, which was concerned seems to have embarked on a program RALPH MciNTOSH GOES
TO OAKWOOD \JVITH FLU
with the three major political prob- designed to decrease the ... wealth
R. H. BRUMLEVE, Prop.
lems of today, "The Preservation of concentrated in the hands of a. few . .
Peace, Survival of Democratic Gov- The government is now developing naRalph Mcintosh '37 was taken to the
ernment, and Increasing of Efficiency tural resources for the benefit of the Oakwood hospital with a case of flu
many instead of the few, as in the Friday night. He is not seriously ill
in Democratic Government."
Tennessee Valley, etc.
but, rather than stay at his boarding
Advocates Preparedness
6th & ADAMS
PHONE 284
'Ro~evelt Voiced Our Hopes'
house
on Lincoln street during his illIn discussing the preservation of
"President
Roosevelt
voiced
our
ness, went to the hospital.
peace, Dr. Coleman took the realist's
hopes
when
he
said
yesterday:
'I
see
a
attitude in advocating preparedness
for war while we advance the cause of United States which can demonstrate
peace. H e said, "Not in spite of, but that, under democratic methods of
because of our firm attachment to government, natural wealth can be
world peace, we must maintain our translated into a spreading volume of
powers of defense. No warring power, human comforts hitherto unknownno matter how desperate, will be like- and the lowest standard of living can
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL
We Carry a Complete Line of
ly to invite our resentment by in- be raised far above the level of mere
subsistence'."
School Supplies
terfering with our rights if we have
SUPPLIES aud NOTIONS
- - -EISTC:- - - the ability to thrash them. In a
tough neighborhood it is the strong, SIGMA TAU DELTA MEETS
4th & Lincoln
Phone 422
well-armed man, able and willing to
--defend himself, who is not molested by
Sigma Tau Delta and Writers club
thugs and robbers. The ev.ents of the met Tuesday evening in the r·eception
last ten years have demonstrated that room. Manuscripts were read and disthe world in which we live i's a. tough cussed, as per usual, and plans for the
1~~~~mh~e~re m~
~~~~~-"
~---------------~~----------------~~------------~.
War Is Greatest Hazard
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
Office Phone 43
Res. !Phone 1148
In discussing the problem of efWILI·ARD BATTERIES
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
DR. w. B. TYM
DR. w. E. SUNDERMAN
ficiency in democratic government, Dr.
·
DENTIST
DENTIST
.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Coleman said that the greatest hazard
Tire Repairmg
Hours: 8 to 12- 1 to 5
that [aces American democracy today
RADIATOR ANTI-I' REEZE
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
is foreign war, which can so easily
Charleston, Ill.
Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Til.
make a dictatorship of a republic. The
Frame and Axle Stra,ightenibg
unavoidable inefficiency of democratic
-Front Wheel Alignment
government allows this to happen.
DR. WliLLIAM M. SWICKARD
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
Therefore "the friends of democracy
1 Office Hours 9 :00 to 12:00 a. m. and
OP'l10METRlC EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours: 9 :oo to 12 :00 a.m. and
are the friends of peace, and friends
PHONE 405
409 Fifth St.
2:00 to 6:00 p.m. and 7:00
Alexander Bldg.
2 : 00 t o 6 :00 p. m. an d 7 :00 t o 9 :00 p. m.
of dictatorship and autocracy are the
to 9 :00 p. m.
Phone 340
enemies of peace."
604% JACKSON ST~
North Side Square
i
604% Sixth St.
In dealing with the problem ofadapting democracy to the needs of
• - - - - - - -T-e-le_p_h_o_n_e_._1_3_2----------• Frames Repaired- Lenses Duplicated 1 --P- h_ o_n_ es_:__o_ff_I_·c_e_, _3_o_;_R
- -e-s i_d_e_n _ce_,_7_7_0......
our rapidly changing and highly
technical civilization, Dr. Coleman
BARBER
DR. J. & ALEXANDER
DR. B. C. TREXLER
said: " . .. the underlying cause of
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
516% Sixth St.
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel
most of our economic ills is our inDENTIST
Hours by Appointment
ability to distribute equitably the proPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p . m.
501 Jackson St.
Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

Cleaned & Blocked

Charleston Cleaners

GEBHART

DYERS

Winterize Your Car

4041

CHARLESTON STEAM LAUNDRY
Modern, Up-to-Date Laundry Plant

A.

Fletcher's Grocery

c.

ADKIN S

GROCERIES AND MEATS

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

I C H A R L E S T 0 N p R O FE S S J0 NA L CARDS I
I

.

.,

.________________________________ __________________________________ ____________________________ __.

I
I

Simpson & Bennett

C. C. BREEN ·

SHERWIN

WILLIA~MS

pAINTS

COVERS THE WORLD

Andrews Lumber· & Mill Co.
PHONE 85

·

6th & R. R.

•

DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

Phone: Office and Res. 242
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

511% Jackson Street

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Nlghts

.__________________________________~~-------------------·-----------J~------------------------------·
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Charleston Will Sponsor President's Benefit Ball
WAA Stages
Sports Dance

National Leader-

Approximately one hundred thirty
couples attended the W AA Sports
dance Friday, January 22. Red Maxfield's orchestra and local vocalists Joe
enyder and a girls' trio of Jean Roettger, Bette Lou Bails and Sadie Kuffel
were the main attractions.
A winter scene in one corner of the
dance floor, made with evergreens,
posters and ~crepe paper
forming
"WAA" on the windows wer·e used for
decorations.
Esther Lumb:t;ick and Helen Jones
were co-chairmen for the dance.
---EISTC---

Week-End Visitors
Include EI Alumni

Cards, Dance,
Will Feature
Gala Affair
Preparations for Roosevelt's
annual President's Ball to be,
held Saturday evening, Jan. 30,
in the auditorium, are again assuming shape, unhindered by the
election, under the leadership ot' the
local general committee headed by Dr.
William E. Sunderman, resident member of the Normal School board. A
program of entertainment lasting from
8:30 to 9 o'clock, with dancing and
bridge from 9 till 12, compose the program. Refreshments will be served all
evening as well.
Red Maxfield's orchestra f r o m
Champaign, proven popular at the
WAA sports dance last Friday, is reeng·a ged for the affair.
This annual benefit dance is given
on :a. nation-wide scale, the funds being used to aid infantile paralysis victims. Seventy per cent of the proceeds
remain with the general committee in
Charleston to be spent locally. Thirty
per cent is sent to the national committee and is used to aid the Warm
Springs foundation sponsored by President Roosevelt since his attack of infantile paralysis in the early 192QI's.
The ball honors his birthday.
Last year $138 were made, with
which several children were sent to
Chlcago for operations, braces or special shoes.
The general committee this year is
composed of Dr. Sunderman; Mr. Byron Miller, general treasurer; Dr. J. R.
Alexander, field representative; Dr. E.
H. Taylor, Mr. Benjamin Weir, Dr. R.
G . Buzzard, Dr. Paul Sloan, Mr. Lewis
Linder, and Mr. William Strode!.
The entertainment program is being
prepared by President R. G. Buzzard
and Dr. E. H. Taylor. Mrs. E. H. Tay1 'i 111
.
h
f b 'd
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f
or lS
c arge 0
n ge, a es ~or
which will be in the north library,
where both contract and auction will
be in play. Dr. Paul W . Sloan will
have charge of refreshments.

A number of Eastern alumni were
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as he
visitors on the campus over last week- will look reoeiving our congratulations
·
on the 55th anniversary of his birth.
end. Some of them were:
Arthur "Mickey" Spence spent the
week-end in Charleston, attending the
NFL High School Speech tournament,
ll
alliS a
r1
and visiting Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity brothers He has returned to
h1s teaching duties at Gilman, IlliMrs. Lloyd Sunderman was hostess
nois.
to her bridge club Thursday afternoon,
Miss Mary Croughan •36, now teach- January 21.
ing in the Sullivan gracie school sysA salad course was served at 1:30,
tern, visited friends in town Frida;y after which four tables of bridge were
and saturday.
in play. Mrs. Glenn Ross, club memMiss Marjorie Elder '37, third grade ber, and Mrs. Hobart Heller, guest,
teacher in the Gastman school of De- held high score.
catur, was a week-end guest of Mr.
In addition to the members, eleven
anct Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews.
guests were present: Mrs. Franklyn
Miss Mary Evans, former Eastern L. Andrews, Mrs. Walter W. Cook, Mrs.
Frank Verwtebe, Mrs. L. S. Phipps,
st udent now teaching in Decatur,
Mrs. Frank Beu, Mrs. Hobart Heller,
week-ended in Charleston.
Mrs. Harold Cavins, Mrs. E . H. Taylor,
Miss Maxine Kirby '36, now teach·
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mrs. Eugene
mg near Urbana, was a guest in Char- Asbury, and Mrs. J ay B . M ac G regor.
leston over Friday and Saturday.
c------lElST
Rex Hovious '35, court mporter in
Marshall, Illinois, was a week-end
visitor at the Phi Sigma Epsilon house
on Seventh street._
1
Mr. and Mrs Oar1 Cooper, former
M
.
Easte,rn students, attended the WAA.
. r. an~ Mls. _Walter Scruggs entersports dance Friday evening.
tam~d w1th a dmner and bridge party
Miss J ane Smith •36, now teaching at, 6.30 Saturday, January 23.
rhe guests were Dr. and Mrs. R. G.
. !=:ullivan Illinois visited friends at
m ""
.. 'H
't
k
d
Buzzard
Mr and Mrs J y Kelly Dr
Pemberton a11 1as wee -en .
'
·
. . .
,
.
Miss Kathryn Hall '35 and Lloyd and Mrs. Donald Rothschild, Dr. and
ElaTe
Thudium '35 attended the WAA Sports Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor, and Mr. and FACULTY WIVES: CLUB
,
dance Friday eevning.
Mrs. Franklyn Andrew&.
MEETS AT MRS. SCRUGGS
- - -:EisT
Mrs. J. Y. Kelly and Mr. Franklyn
Mrs. Walter Scruggs entertained the
L. Andrews held high scores for the
ev·ening's play.
Faculty Wives bridge club with a des- - -IE I S T C - - sert luncheon at 1 :30 Tuesday, January 19. One guest, Mrs. Hiram Thut,
CAMPUS VIEW MEMBERS
Miss Mabel Hupprich entertained
HOLD BUFFET LUNCHEON was present. Mrs. E. H. Taylor held
high score.
with a 6 o'clock dinner Saturday ev·eThe best thing to precede a Sunday
ning, January 23, at her home 1429
Sixth street. Two tables of bridge were concert by the ,s t. Louis Symphony
in play during the evening, with Miss Orchestra is a buffet luncheon- so the
s 1me .•..
Myrt1e Arnold winning first prize for Oampus View members decided. C'onto have your
high score. Guests were Miss Mary sequently, on January 17, at 1 p. m.
arp,
the
eleven
college
students
resh
'f.hompson, Miss Beth K assaba um, Miss
APPLI,C ATION PHOTOS
Bernice Bankson, Miss Myrtle Arnold, siding at 1505 Seventh street helped 1
Miss Elizabeth Michael, M,iss Elthel themselves to such a meal. Guests for
take-n at
Sunday at Campus View were two forHanson and Miss R01berta Poos.
mer students, Goldeen Woodall a d
- - -E I S T c - - Sanders Studio
Louise Woods, and Martha Cuppey.
Photographs
with Characte1·
Mary
- - -EIBTC, - - -

Mrs. L. F. Sunderman
E t t •
t B •d
er
ge

Mr. and Mrs. Scruggs
Give Evening Event

l

Miss Hupprich Gives
Dinner-Bridge Party

Local Chairman-

Hellers Honor
Dining Heads
Dean and Mrs. Hobart F. Heller
were hosts at dinner to the quartermasters of the three campus dining
services Wednesday evening of last
week. The guests were Wayne Neal,
head of the Panther Lair service, Glen
Cooper, head of the Phi Sigma Epsilon
service, John Lewis, head of the Fidelis
service and James Rice, who is the
only official quartermaster's assistant.
He aids Glen Cooper at the Phi Sig
house.
---EISTc---

LANTZ'S GIVE DINNER
Mr and Mrs. Charles P. !Lantz entertained their dinner club at a 6:30
dinner, January 21. The evening was
W. E. Sunderman heads committees spent playing bridge.
in charge of arrangements for fourth
annual Birthday Ball in the Auditorium, Saturday.

Dr. Buzzard Honors
Crowe with Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. R. G . Buzzard entertained with a 6:30 dinner Friday evening in honor of Mr. A. B. Crowe,
whose birthday anniversary was Wednesday, January 20.
Guests were: Dr. and Mrs. E. H.
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. S. E . Thomas,
Miss Gay Anderson, Mrs. Ethel Awty,
Miss Catherine Stilwell, and the guest
of honor, Mr. A. B. Crowe.

experts

---I:ISTc----

in beauty aids

Smart people wear corsages to the
President's ball. Carroll-Florist, Phone
39. Next door Western Union.

Whatever you need
-whatever you like
to improve y o u r
personal beat,ty and
appearance· can be
had here in modern,
scientific, up to date
methods. 0 n c e a
cust·o mer, always a
customer. Phone for
your appointment.

Welcome College
Students to

Snappy Service Inn
6th and JACKSON ST.
The Home of the

5c HAMBURGERS I
I
I

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em

II MODERN
BEAUTY SHOP

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

PHONE 1501

Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

815 MONROE

It' t•

J. Endsley Is
Hostess at Supper

Miss Mary June Endsley acted as
hostess at a buffet supper Wednesday
evening at th e home management
house. The girls attended the "nickel"
dance after supper. Those present
were: Mrs. Lanman, Misses Clara
Attebery, Rita Whitesell, Alice Cruse,
Hazel Haskett, Carolyn Maxwell, Maxine Harrod and Margaret Ellen
Stephenson.

Miss HARROD ENTERTAINS
WITH CHOP SUEY SUPPER
Miss Maxine Harrod entertained a
group of friends at a chop suey supper
F1riday night. After the supper the
party attended the dance. Guests were
Misses Mary June Endsley, Margaret
Ellen Stephenson, Shirley Harrod and
Clara Attebery; Dave K essinger, Clarence Carlson, Cassius Richardson, Gene
Lederer and Mr. P. J. Van Horn.

MOORE'S
SUPER SERVICE
(}rocery--nlarket
PHONE 71
DELIVERY SERVICE

No Place in Nature •••
. . . . or in any of the world's
food factories built by man,
is there to be obtained another food so healthful as Milk
and its products.

PASTEURIZED FOR
PURITY

Meadow Gold Dairy
7th & Van Buren

PHONE 7

- - -I ! : I S T c - - - -

WILLARD DUEY GETS JOB;
IS FIDELIS GUEST FRIDAY
Willard Duey '36, erstwhile radio
salesman, who will begin teaching industrial arts in the De Bois junior high
of Springfield next semester, was a
visitor on the campus four days of last
week, from Thursday to Sunday.
Mr. Duey and Josephine Thomas
were guests of the ·fraternity at dinner
at the Fidelis house Friday evening.

You Will Find ••••

~

Our Groceries of Best Quality
and Our Prices Most Reasonable

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'WINK'S'

GROCERY

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS ON SIXTH

when

planning

Always the Best Line of
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Phone 531

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE

COME TO THE .. ·•••

LINC~OLN

A VENUE GROCERY

-for the best bargains in groceries and
school supplies.
Just 1 Block East of Campus

The facilities of this Hotel are available
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room
-Banquet Room

- - -IE ISTc - - - -

Consult the News
your purchases.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING

BAILPH BAILS, M.gr.

Spe:cial Menus 1S unday and Holidays
·
May We Serve Yoru?

H·O TEL U. S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois
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~tWit 'Put Debate on Credit Basis', Pleads

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Overworked Eastern Debate l~ember

Published each Tuesday of the school Rice Suggests Giving Speech Credit to P~rticipants in College Deyear by the students of the Eastern Illinois bating, in View o,f Fact That Debaters Receive No Compensation.
State Teachers College at Charleston.
By James Rice
with. the ideas of our fellow students
Entered as second class matter November
"I am very glad to s~e such a fine j and faculty.
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, student audience. I believe you are
Debate Is to StimulateIllinois, under the Act of Ma!ch 3, 1879.
witnessing a discussion of one of the . The purpose of debate or discussion,
most important questions we have to as ha.s been pointe-d out before, is not
~-Printed by the Courier Publ'ishing Company
face today." So commented Professor necessarily to convince the audience
Gus Campbell of DeKalb at the de- that either side is, beyond doubt, corStanley Elam '38 .................................................................. Co-editor
bates Monday evening, Jan. 18.
rect, but rather to present" the difWalton Morris '37 ................................................................ Co-editor
Interest Is Encouragihgferent points of view which will stimDonald Cavins '37 ..............................................Business Manager
It is quite encouraging to see this ulate thought and reading.
It is
Glen Cooper '37 .................................................. Publicity Director interest taken in debate ~m the part of through this medium that public policy
Florence Cottingham '37 .................................... Associate Editor the student body.' We recall that the is formulated.
Johp Farrar .............................................................. Sports Editor fundamental reason for our being in
In view of the possible desirable reBeulah Midgett '38 ................................... ........... ...... Soc'iety Editor college is to acquire an education, and sults of debate work, it seems that we
one of the most efficient means of doMary Jane Kelly '39 .......... .......... ....................... .......... ..... .... Features ing so is through intimate contact might give more consideration to the
one element now lacking which would
Aline Claar '39 ................................................ ........................ Features
help develop this activity to a much
Franklyn L. Andrews ............................................................ Adviser
higher ·degree. At the present time
there is no inducement for individual
1916
Member
1937
students to put in the time required
for research and practice which are
'Member J:\ssociated CoUe6ate Press Member
so necessary for successful debating.
Distributors of
CSPA
!CPA
In every other intel'collegiate activity
the participants are rewarded either
by numerals, credits or money.
What was your reaction to the WedTUESDAY, JANUARY 26, 1937
Yes, There Are Objections
nesday night dance

Faculty Barker

Elephant's
Child ...

CoHetSiate Di6est

Here's Another Job,
Men's Union
The Men's Union seldom escapes an annua l
editorial irritant. We mean to let 1937 be no exception. We can always see areas in which we w ish
the Union would scurry about in pursuit of some
goal-trivial, unnecessary of realization, perhap~
but still A Goal, and we always tell them about It.
This time The Goal the Union might scurry
after is anything but trivial, however. It is : a
Public Lounge for men and women who do not
wish to study, have no frat house to repair to and
prefer human company to that of their householder.
The first Criteria of the worth of any Goal is.
Need. Our best Witnesses who will testify to the
need of a Lounge are those who try to study at
certain hours in the auditorium or the library . Our
other Witnesses are those who lounge there. The
chairs are uncomfortable.
Macomb h~s a large, well-furnished Lounge,
equipped with piano and magazines. It is a Community Center, serving the same purpose that a
combination of the auditorium, library, Little
Campus, up-town pool rooms and Pem Hall parlors
do here.
Our idea is this : When the ·new building· is
complete, there will be plenty of gymnasium space
in it. The Crackerbox, then, could be converte(l
into a Lounge. It is centrally located, big, and
capable of being made to look decent.
Men's Union, if you believe the men want that
space for a Lounge, the first thing for you to do, as
their representative, is to get a widely signed petiti on for it before the administration at once, ahea-i
of someone else who is sure to dig up as legitima te
a proposition for its use. Details can be considered
later. It will be the early bird who gets his bill
into the trough of the New Building Dispensation.

Convention Says 'Yes'
· It is rather significant that several students.
have commented unfavorably on the absence of
coats at the "nickel" dance last Wednesday evening. Dispensing with coats at a dance is considered a social misdemeanor. (The affair last Friday
labeled "sports dance'' is, of course, an exception.
It was a costume dance.) Ordinarily one should
no more think of wearing a sweater or leathe1~
jacket to a dance than he would of wearin g tights,
unless it is definitely t outed as a costume ball.
Our peeve does not emanate from the dictums
.
of ''Esquire" or Emily Post, but from convention-a deadlv source, but one to be heeded, nevertheless.
The fa~t that only 30 men out of the 175 who vvere
present were coatless speaks . for itseli. "Taven!"
conventions do not transfer to Eastern's dances, so
why not get wise to yourself, Joe College, and du st
off that two button sack next Wednesday evening?

It's Appalling!
"It's appalling!" said a DeKalb debater. "How
many terms of practice teaching is one required to
take down here? They must be slave-drivers, the se
teachers of yours."
While he was in the middle of his discussion
of consumer co-operatives, the DeKalb debater had
witnessed a good third of the student body trudge
out of chapel at the sound of the bell. He asked
about it. We would never let our student body
down. It was explained that these were "practiceteachers." Therefore his astounded comment.
No, we would never let our student body down.
Dut how often vve are required to let our faculty,
our prestige as an institution, our sense of the fitness of things down, way down.
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"FREE ADM."-Do you suppose that is the
source
of the poor attendance at Culture Survey
We can see some objection to the
Ike Wingler '37 - Fine · stuff!! You promiscuous giving of credit for what lectures? May we suggest, Faculty, that you
can always study twice as hard in half is now consiqered extra-curricular
charge admission hereafte-r?
the time after a little recreation. (Well

-some people can.)
Dale Hartis ' 39 I enjoyed the
dance very much. Hope they continue.
Delos Yeomans '40- I'm in favorgood, clean entertainment. Wish I'd
been there.
John M. Smith '40 - The more we
dance the harder we study - so we
can dance some more.
Charles Moon '39 - Bring on more
Wednesday night dances.
Lucille Springer '39 - What could
suit the Freshmen better? But they
weren't all Freshmen.
Russell Spicer '39 - Some fun! Let's
have a lot more. "Craig House" sure
enjoyed it immensely.
Geraldllne Moon '37 - I enjoyed the
hour of dancing. Let's don't stop now.
· Josephine Co1lege '99• - Wh:9' yes, it
was superfluelegantestimontisticated.

work. There is the very practical consideration that such credits might not
transfer to other institutions. And,
secondly, students might be led to
participate in such activity purely out
of the hope of pi'cking up an easy four
quarter hours.
The latter of these obj-ections could,
of course, be met in the same manner
that laxity in other school work is
met - by the "flunk" system.
W-e believe that if participation in
any activity deserves reward, debate
does. It takes a.s much time, preparation and downright hard labor as
newspaper or yearbook work or even
sports activity. It is very closely connected with some of the speech courses.
We beli'eve that no better or more
1 fitting reward
could be given the deI haters who actually participate· in the
debate meets than credit in one of the
speech courses.

Lecturers, Revive Us
Again

Some 65 students attended the last culture
survey lecture. That is less than 10% of the stu·
dent body.
\Vhat is wrong?
Bad w eather was hopefully advanced as a
reason for meagre attendance two weeks ago, but
it vvas not the weather which kept students away
last week. It never keeps them away from dances.
The quality of the lectures has been superb to
date, ·although the delivery is, it is true, pret~y
had. The teachers rea.d, they do not deliver th~1r
papers. This method is all right before a historical society, perhaps, but our students "'n\'u~£el.
titilla~ed into education. Perhaps the teache·~~
;1re d1sc ouraged by the slack attendance or fe 1
handicapped by lack of time that the,~ do note · ~ 0
.
gn e
f u 11 range to t h eir
powers of verbal presentat·
B ut st1'11 we d o not have the real answer Ion.
Th
talks have been publicized enough · they do. e
.
·h
'
not
co~ fi 1ct wit other activities; they are worthwhile. Yet they are failing. We must admit tl t
failure when we find that the lectures are get/a.
across to no more than 10% of the student boding
Round About the Campus
This w~ek we look to Dr. MacGregor, 011 /~f
with Walton Morris
the most widely knmv~ orators and philosophers
of the faculty, to revive student interest. The
. . . about the pajama parade on Sixth not recovered and each fifteen yard wor 1ecture cannoht h~ve a. dry connotation when
1
and Seventh streets la.st Monday night. penalty. Tough job for the score- ~pp ter1 1o a. speec given by the popular education pedagogue.
Therefore we say • "Lay 'emm
·
That was "Dub" Weekley and "Atlas" keeper, we'd say !
.
·
t h.e a1sles, Mac!"
Stahl running around the block dis-

Have You Heard?

?

playing their masculinity. Yes, it was ... the St. Louis Symphony? Doubta bet - but even that's a feeble excuse less you've been asked that question
for such feeble-minded actions.
already. If you haven't, you will be in
future years. If you didn't, you're
Well, we don't call people names in
. . . of Woodrow Pha<>Jan? Pro·b:1.bly
Invites students and faculty members
this column. Anything that costs as
not. He is the little bespectacled felto voice their opinions on topics conmuch money as that concert, and for
low from DeKalb who spoke in the
which you've already paid, is worth an
cerned with college life. Please limit
discussion debate in Chapel last Tueshour and a half of your time (even if
letters
to 150 words . .• also sign same
day. Phaelan had never even heard a
debate until he entered the tourn- it's had - which it wa.sn't). Our idea. l'======================dl
of a musically educated person is
ament at Normal about two weeks
someone like Mr. Andrews or Dr. Sey- Dear Soap Box:
ago. In a meet in whi'ch colleges from
I think it is generally conceded by all parties conmour, who appreciate both swing and
five different states were entered, he
cerned
that EISTC is dreadfully sick. Everyone speaks
symphonic music. Either of them
rated along with the very best. We can
of
it
;
oratorical
addresses are made to intellectual groups
can talk intelligently of Benny Goodunderstand this after hearing his conon
the
subject;
class articles are written about it; and
tributions in the discussion )ast Tues- man or Leo Stokowski. We know peo- yet nothing is done about it. I think the reason for that
ple who actually paid an extra two
day. Phaelan was discovered by Gus
is that no one has struck at the root of the matter. The
Ga,mp.bell, the DeKalb debate coach, in bits that afternoon and attended the vital question has been evaded. What is the cause?
local
cinema.
Such
a
person
is
coma sophomore _English class making a
Whenever a physician diagnoses a disease he must
parable to one who won't eat cake,
speech.
even gr8!tuitous cake, because he likes first carefully and scientifically scrutinize all symptoms
spinach so well he hates to venture a to determine the kind of sickness we have. · Next he
... about the group of Dartmouth stu- change. Anyway, the concert was enumerates all factors contributing to that illness, and
dents who organized a course on War great and here's hoping absentees feel then finally prescribes medicine to cure 1t.
at that university? The course is ex- properly squelched-!
EI's ailment has been dignosed and pronounced as a
tracurricular but is organized in the
bad case of poor school spirit. Now our next step 1s to
same manner a.s any general study ... who is theJ new poet laureate sue- discover the cause of the nausea and set about Lo cure it.
course. It is the first of its kind, and ceeding Glenn Sunderman, literary
Being a freshman, I am still perhaps too idealistic, but
promises to .become a definite part of
contest prize winner, down at the it seems to me that with as small a school body as EI has
their social science curriculum.
Fidelis House?. It's Bill Waldrip, bear- there is no reason whatsoever that school spirit is lacking.
ing the sundry pseudonyms: "Green- The reason might be traced back to self-consciousness.
... the new football ru~es? No, they up Guard," "Freshman Flash," and One does feel slightly idiotic to let out a big cheer for
aren't official, but were merely - sug- "High Scoring Ace." Bill hadn't dis- that grand pass just made if everyone else sits mum and
gested by Col. E. A. Hickman, ·F. D. of played his poetic prowess until last frozen. It can't be that we haven't tl)e lung capacity to
Washington, D. C., an army officer. week when he penned his "Elegy to a yell for we can easily enoug·h boo the opposing team. It
Col. Kickman's proposal is that the Murdered Mouse." Since it's in order must be a severe case of feeling fearful of ridicule.
value of the touchdown and field goal to go biographical, we might add that
Now for the prescription-We have had some cheerbe reduced to five and two points, re"Willum" shoots a mean game of pool, lea ders back in the dim past; let's drag them out, dust
spectively. He thinks that one point
eats spinach, and likes country girls, in them off, and put them to use. Let's start some pepPY
should be awarded for each first dowrt,
addition to poetry and basketball - his yells, sing some school songs, advertise the games, give
each lateral or forward pass resulting
collegiate pastimes. And, if you're in the opposing team a pat on the back for good work done,
in gain, each forward pass intercepted,
doubt
as to a problem in genetics, he's and generally improve our attitudes toward the game. If
each fumble . recovered and each kick
a
whiz
at that also. You know him· the situation is created where people are allowed to rethat rolls out of bounds within the ten
he's
the
foxy little first-string guard lease their suppressed emotions I believe the patient will
yard line. He also thinks that a team
who
out-passes
and out-shoots the big rapidly overcome this temporary malady of "poor school
should lose one point !or each fumble
boys.
. spirit.''
-Noberta E. Radloff.

The Soap Box---
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IS THE YOUNGER GENERATION GOING TO THE DOGS?
A Talk by Prof. Colseybur
Things aren't what they used to be. When I was a boy, there were no
racios, night clubs, or automobiles . Now we have radios, night clubs, a.nd automobiles. Oh, to be a boy again. I think I am truthful when I state that
things never were as they are now. Oply yesterday a colleague of mine asked
me. "Colseybur, what's the biggest pro- • --blem in education today?" Friends, had no fears about sighing up Wayne
the biggest problem in education today K.i ng.
is what t o do with the little problems.
Get rid of the little problems first,
The Orientation committeE' i.s laying'
and the rest will be easy.
plans for freshmen yet unborn.
Beu taboos the boos
Cause boosters do not boo.
But who is Beu to boo
A booer booing you?
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The man who has never been to college is always surest what the colleges
ought to teach.

I
p
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"Ad Infinitum" Thut has just startled the sci-entific world with a new
hypothesis as to why women are never
bald-headed. Says Dr. Thut, "There are
no ba!d-headed women because there
ar.e wigs."
"Big Chief" Andrews Sent a card
to Leallyn Clapp and Harold Cottingham, onetime News staff members who have revived the Tiger
Echo at Paris where they are teaching. It carried a picture of a baby
jumping through the front page of
a newspaper and bore the words,
No-jllSt winter weather down on "So the News is a father!"
Elmiree's farm. The temperature is
"DAR." Rothschild has written two
freezing anc1 ,grandp:J.p's home brew is articles in collaboration with c. E.
worker
in
the
powerful, hence campus cut-up catches Seashore, noted
psycholgoy
of
sound
and
music.
the hil'ed man in significant pose.
Seashore's prognosis tests for aspirants to music fame rated an article in a late number of the Readers
Digest.
Mr. Rothschild
is
ver y
proud of a recent photo of
" the
Dean," given with "the best reFlash! Elmer's last letter didn't have gards of C. E. Seashore."
any stamp on it. That's why we print
"Cato the Slave-Driver'' Alter lost
this one from Elmiree.
his hat week before last at a Forum

Jolly Janitor Doubts
If His BB Boys Win
The big, jolly white-haired, yet
young-looking man laughed and said,
"They really eat ." The speaker was
Newt B aird, Eastern's popular janitor. He was referring to the members of Newt's Hungry Five , the leaders in the intl'amural basketball race.
They all board and room at Newt's
home.
"I doubt if my boys will win," declared Newt modestly. However, it
was easy to see t hat Newt will be
very disappointed if his boys don't
win.
When asked if t here had been
many changes in the eight years he
had been here, Newt studied for a
moment and replied, "Well some
think there has been but I can't see
a ny change to amount to anything.
There h as been a few changes in the
faculty and the kids do seem more
friendly than t hey used to."
It was only a moment and he was
back to a t hletics. "The basketball
and football teams run about the
same. The best basketball team I ever
saw was in 1930, and t he best football t eam we ever had was in 1932.
Newt glanced at his watch and declared he had to hurry to lunch.
Unwrapping a cigar, he
started
through the door. Sti'll holding the
door open, he boomed, "Say, you
know I think they ought t o hire some
uninterested person to r eferee these
intramural games." While this was
being written down , t he door slammed and Newt was gone.

Builder, spare that tree;
We have it upon good authority that
Touch not a single bough.
Prof. G. H. Seymour is going to teach
In youth it sheltered me,
rural sociology in New Mexico this
But I don't remember how.
summer. The erstwhile orator and
great operatic tenor is already rehearsWINTERSET
ing his ne!W aria which, after the
A Drama, a Dram!!~
fashion of Home on the Range, runs
Scene: Coles County Morgue
something like this:
Characters: Yes.
Rustle her, boys, hands on the hip;
Time: Who cares?
Draw them low; take a nip.
Dr. Cook: Where's Dr. Seymour?
There's great work to be done, boys,
Dr. Sloan: Over on slab two. He
out on the range.
hasn't said anything since last WedGive me my boots and saddle, boys; nesday.
I need a change.
Dr. Cook: Move over, Dr. Seymour,
I want to lie down.
Our good friend Miss Reinhardt sent
Dr. Slaan: Oh hum! Things are
meeting. H e's not watching the Fords
Dear Elmer:
Dean Heller a note wanting to know pretty quiet around here. (An alarm is
I been thinkin maybe I aint been go by now so much as he's watching
why Leslie Howard wasn't in her class. heard at the door) Who's ·t here?
ritin t o you reglar enuf. Pop says the hats go by.
The fact that our Leslie's name is
Voice: (Outside) A student.
tho that our maJ.lman havin to stop
Lewis has nothing to do with the
Dr. Sloan: Shoot!
"Highlander'' Harris E. Phipps is
Voice: Does anybody here want to here ever week maybe wont go over taking a woodworking course over in
story. We've often wondered why
so big with the pr-esdent of America on
Greta Garbo wasn't in our class but chaperon a dance?
account the mailman bein in the gov- the practical arts building in common
she just isn't, and that's that.
'
Chorus: No!
with other manually inclined faculty
Voice: 0. K. We won't have any ernmunt employ.
It got so cold her·e last night the members. Someone has noticed t hat I
The new rules for worn~ printed in dance then.
pump frizzled up, but we pored a bot- since he started going there, every:
(An hour elapses)
our own print shop, were delivered to
tle of grandpaps home brew down and time he combs his hair sawdust comes
Dr. Co1eman: entering) It's over.
the Training School by mistake.
the water started corn.in out almost out. (We are glad we explained about
Dr. Sloan: What's ov·er?
without pumpin. I guess I wont be go- the woodworking course.)
Until the new SearS! Roebuck cataDr. Coleman: The election. Got a ing to the speech makin in at the
l?gs arrive we have nothing to do but spare bunk around here?
county seat tonight on account the SHANTYTOWN BLOSSOMS
JUst sit around and be popular, like
Dr. Sloan: S lab ten is vacant. It's snow bein so deep. I reckon the team
ON LAKE'S. DEAD BODY
Gene Lederer.
over there next to Ole Poker Face. He
wouldnt like pullin our ford so far.
got all cracked up in the Kappa Delta
:sess aint b een so spry senoe she f~ll
Eastern has a "Shanty Town! " It's
Undaunted by adverse weather con- Pi brawl.
m
t
o
one
of
those
holes
you
made
m
growing
up a round the remains
f
1
Dr. Ross: (entering) How's the old
ditions, the faculty are still making
t
he
pasture
with
that
minychur
golf
Ahmoweenah.
Don't
mistake
it
for
t~e
solo flights during the Thursday cooperative?
.
new gym, even though any one of the
Dr. Sloan: You mean the morgue? coarse last summer.
Chapell periods.
I
seen
your
rna
at
the
preachm
last
.;hanties
is nicer t han the Cr k Bo ·
Oh, just fair. Rather quiet, I should Sunday. She said howdy but I didnt
ac er
>. ·
say.
GONE AGAINST THE WIND!
say nuthin about yur goin to t h at
Dr. Rass: What's on tonight?
dance on prayer meetin night, just like
Dr. Sloan: Just a business meeting.
The greatest Consumer Cooperative
you said.
that we know of in these United States Why?
ElLMIREE.
FOR REAL SERVICE
Dr. Ross: Oh, I just wondered. Any
is the Little Oampus, where the girls
particular business?
P. s. Was they a lot of good fillpay for their own drinks.
harmonicas at the music playin SunDr. Sloan: The six-weeks grades.
Dr. Ross: Can we take care of any day? I reckon they didnt know you
Unless our powers of observation
was so good or they'da ask you t o
more
dead ones?
fail us, an "unusual dance" in these
play
Turkey Strut for em.
Dr.
Sloan:
The
State's
going
to
build
parts is one that has an orchestra and
---EISTc--another
wing.
lasts till one o'clock.
How would you like to trade your
Dr. Ross: Fine! We had ninety new
old watch in on one of our new Elgins,
, members last term, you know.
Afterwhiles
Dr. MacGregor: (Entering with Dr. Hamiltons or Wathams? Drop in and
When Kevin Guinagh sings "Mother
Burris and Dr. Guinagh) Gentlemen. see them soon. - C. P. Coon, 408
Machree,"
Dr. Sloan: How about a little game? Sixt h St.
PAINTS, W A!LL PAPER
The tears come so fast we cannot see.
- - - I ElaTe--Dr. Guinagh: As Cicero would say,
When G. H. S. sings "0 Sole Mio,"
and GLASS
Smart people wear corsages to the
The Dago that 's in us gets on the go. 'Get out the blue cards.'
President's ball. Carroll-Florist, Phone
(Mr. Scruggs and Mr. Hughes enter)
But when Snyder croons love songs so
Telephone 993
419 6th St.
39. Next door Western Union.
Mr.
Scruggs:
Save
a
couple
slabs
for
sweet,
us.
'The cycle is perfect, and life is
Dr. Sloan: Are we all set?
complete.
Chorus:
Yae!
When H. F. H. tickles the keys,
Dr.
Sloan:
What'll it be? The ole
Our footsies behave like rambunxious
-unt'il the rush for application
army
game
of
One Flunks, One Passes?
THE CJUCAGO DAILY NEWS
fleas.
pictures will be in sway. Avoid it
Chorus: Yae! One Flunks, One
When Jay B. MacGregor exudes a
by having yours taken now at
with your breakfast
Passes.
smile,
.e very morning.
(Curtain.)
We almost believe that school is
worthwhile.
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we?
F. L. Ryan, Prop.
But when grade cards come out, as
We
say,
isn't
we?
they always do,
Phone 598
South Side Square
205 LINCOLN
PHONE 1103
Signed: OLE POKER FACE.
We know that our loved ones haven't
been true.

Elmer Forgets, ·But
Elmiree Comes Thru

I

---E18T~--

I

WATERS TAXI

PHONE 249 or 1199

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

It won't be long-

The Artcraft Studio

We wonder if Miss Booth is sponsoring the Wednesday evening dances?
Our own Campus Band ___, Dr. Thut
and Mr. Crowe.

WINTER!
Let us get your car in A-No.-1
shape for Cold Driving with
quality winter oils.
Radiator Anti-Freez~

NEWELL'S

Smoking corn silks out behind the
new tool sheds is positively forbidden
by the Local Committee for the Suppression of Vice.

STANDARD SERVICE STATION
TENTH and LINCOLN STREETS

We dreamt last night that Dr. Buzzard told us that since we had behaved
so well at the Symphony concert, he

THE 25c-DINNER8-35c
. LINCOLN INN

RICKETTS
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
FOR GLASSES
Phone 28

South Side Square

You Can Have ....

EDGAR BELL, EI '40

For Social Functions
..•• BE SURE AND ORDER
YOUR CAKES FROM THE

IDEAL

North Side Square

See and Hear
His 'Famous
Artists

BAKERY
PHONE 1500

FLOOR SHOW
& DANCE

SATURDAY NIGHT
JANUARY 30

Choice of Everything on the 1\lenu
Hamburger 5c-Dot Soup
Groceries, Meats, Fruits and Vegetables, Ice Cream, School Supplies,
Fountain Drinks. Open Evenings.
D. T. FREELAND
PHONE 73
706 LIN~"'L.."l

AUMISSION ONLY 75c EACH
Tax Included

A Distinctive Line of

New Valentines for Your Approval
ALSO PLACE CARDS, TALLIES and FAVORS

Table Reservations 25c each
PHONE C-6704 or C-3184

KING
BROTHERS
BOOK
STATIONERY STORE

TRIANON

AND

WEST SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 428

TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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Panthers :Prepare for Macomb, Illinois College Games
SOARS
Two Conference WALDRIP
NEAR TOP HAC SCORERS
Tilts Will Decide
When averages of :points made
per
game by IIAC high scorers
Panthers' Rating
were first tabulated last week,

Hitting Again!

Upton Reflects
On 1-M Results
Picks Newt's Hungry Five to
Win First.

Angus Writes
For 'Journal'

Bill Waldrip's name appeared Determines Effects of Athletics
On Scholarship.
third in the list. Only one other
player who has participated in
the same number of games, two,
In an article printed in a recent ishad .a better average than Wal- sue of the Athletic Journal, Winfield
Two conference games which are dedrip. He is Merrill Anderson, Scott Angus, coach here, gives the recisive in telling whether the Panthers
forward oh the Augustana squad, sults of a study in which he attempted
are going to stay in the second dih had 31 p 01·nts for his two
w o
vision or the first division of the IIAC
h'l
Wald ·p had 28 or to determine the effect of participation
1
games
w
e
•
in athletics on scholastic achievement
loom in the near future. The first
f 14 nD ald Fulton
an
average
o
·
er
•
as compared with scholastic ahievelong tour of the season will be taken
t
ca b d 1 T h
ve
e t eac
Thursday and Friday of the week to
f erand
h 0r on a h''
t
1 ers ment of non-participants, a.nd, in adengage first Western state Teachers
orwar w
:ran 18 0 a up dition, the physical efficiency of both
t
. .
somewhat agamst Eastern Sat- gToups.
College at Macomb and hen Illm01s
d
· ht
d 'th
college at Jacksonville, both serious
ur ay mg f ' was ~~on ; 11
By administering a series of tests in
contenders for high conference places.
averag~ 0 more
an 1 P~ ~ which the mental and motor activity
The "Fighting Leathernecks," aggrefor hls t~ee. games.
er of both athletes and non-athletes was
gation of Western still boast the servScheffler, Illmms College center correlated it was found that parttciices of "Purr" Garclift, sensational
who wi;l face .Joe C~rry or Bob pants in ~thletics rank in intelligence
guard who is handicapped now, howHolmes ~uar~mg t~s v:eek at about as high as those students not
Jacksonville IS also high m con
ever, by an injured knee. Hughes and
'.
.
.
. - participating. The effect of participaference scormg with 47 pomts 'in tion in athletics seems to favor the
Continued on Next Page
four games.
athlete. The fact that a certain
1
standing must be maintained and that
Teachers College High. At Charleston indviduals do not want to be dropped
he played for Ted Garson, his present from the squad indicates that the
mentor. Baker is also a star football educational attitude should be one of
and baseball player. He is proficient encourageme11t toward particpation in
Bg · · · ·
in the fi'eld events for the track team athletics and be used ·a s a means to
John Farrar
and promises to be a great all-around an epd. The data on the whole seem
a.t hlete.
to point to the fact that physical efBob Holmes, guard: Another local ficiency of the athletes promotes a
team that. went to the State Tournabetter chance of obtaining a higher
· prob a bl e th a t p arlS
·
ment · I t IS
would boy who played under Carson a.t Char- scholarship and that while nonnever h ave gone t o tl1e st a t·e, b u t Jeston Hi1g-h. His senior year in high athletes in some instances attatn a
J ones save d several· games by 1ong school Charleston High went to the hl'gher scholastic standing, they prob- .
shots that dropped t hrough with less State Tournament. This is Bob's third ably could achieve much better standth an a mmu
· t e t o pay.
1
year as a regular on the Pa'nther var- ing if their physical efficieny or
Russell Cur•ry, center: Curry attend- sity.
capacity approached that of the
ed Windsor, a small high school which
athletes.
only supported one spol't, basketball.
Did you know that .... the Wabash
---EIST'c--He was the scoring ace of his tea.m, Valley Tournament, one of the toughWhat you're looking for. at the price
having perfected a neat, one-handed I est in this section of the country, is
you
want them, with gracious service
shot he used going away from the slated to begin soon . . . . Lathrop, in-you'll find all three when shopping
basket. Last yea.r he led the Panthers tramural star, garnered fourteen points
at News advertised business houses.
in points scored. This is his fourth for the Panther "B" team against the
and last year at Eastern and he is cap- Indlana State freshmen last week ....
For Up-to-Date
tain of this year's team. He is doing Tony Donat and William Jones have
SHOE REPAIRING
valuable work as a feeder to the two been elected co-c.a ptains of the 1937
freshme_n forwards.
Illinois College eleven .... Twenty-six
try
Mervin Baker, guard: Played for teams are entered in the intramural
two high schools, Charleston High and basketball at Southern Teachers of
Carbondale.
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16

Barclift 9 Hughes, Stearns of Macomb ; Scheffer, F 1 etch~ r
Brothers of I. C. Are Tough.

By 1\Ia.rvin Upton.
These Fidelis boys obviously believe
in the -o1d proverb that "a bird in the
hand is better than two in the bush,"
because they have a box of salt in
each hand and are gradually slipping
up on the little "Red Robin." They
handed the "husky" Trojans a sound
licking this week by the decisive sco.::e
of 22-7. The Charleston boys could no~ J
.. team to th·e type of play
rouse thell
that they have exhibited in past games. j
Among the other games of the week 1 Capt. Joe Curry paced the locals
that we witnessed was the defeat of J last Saturday when they met the
the Jitter Bugs, 18 to 20, at the hands SINU contin'gent. He netted four
of the Hungry Five, who, by the way, field goa!s and two free throws for
are this writer's pick to come out on
his highest total of the season, intop of the heap. The Phi Sigs, using
only four men, trounced the IA Club dicating that he has made adjust17-4. It seems as though the intra- ments of his basket-shooting sights.
mural boys are tiring of basketball in
favor of the W·e dnesday night dancing.
An unidentified alumnus has donatSteve Prosen, upon being reprimanded ed a free throw trophy cup to the I.ake
for his absence, defended himself by Forest college playe-r with the best
saying. "Oh, I thought I'd let you boys average at the foul-line aft,er the combuild up a substantial lead so's I coulct pletion of the present season. The cup
come in in the ~ast quarter and that is to be awarded annually and the
way not cause you to lose the game." name of the winner will be inscribed
(Thanks, Steve).
't
h
The TroJ·ans came back to win from on I eac year.
the Mummy's Boys 19-14 in this week's
·
play. once again the Felta This were
This wee k we will give you some n1·
ts
h
d
c
spanked by their opponents, the Silver teresting sidellgh on Coac Te
arstreaks, to the tune of 32-18. (I'll bet 1 son's starting five:
.
B·11
w a ldrip,
· f orward : Preppe d a t
Farrar played.)
I
Most of the teams broke about even, Greenup High school. Rill was such
losing one and winning one. How- a 1good shot that his coach would make
ever, the Pop's Boys have not as yet him stay baek of the center-circle so
won a game. According to Ray Sand- his teammates could make baskets and
ers, they're going to try for a record-- gain self CO'Jlfidence. He also .e arned
not to win a game. Good luck, boys. jtetters in baseball and track. Then, to
Kin
show that Angus is right (see his artic1e) that athletes can be scholars, he
won two high honor awards which
IVere giv.en to the boy or girl with the
best grades.
Both the first and second teams of
Lewis Jones, forward: Played on the
T. C. high school were defeated by wide
Paris High basketball team. Last year
margins when Robinson high school
he was captain and ma'in.stay of the
brought two teams to Charleston on
Tuesday night. The first team game
BRADLEY TECH LEADS
ended with Robinson, 37; T. C., 22. The
T. C. seconds took the wrong end of a
27-9 score.
Bradley Tech, Northern Teachers of
Coach Van Horn's lads were outplayDeKalb, and Illinois Wesleyan, the deed throughout the game by a fast team
Opp. fending champion, ar'e the favorites for
that scored a high percentage of its Schools
W. L. Pet. Fts. Pts. the Little 19 basketball championship
shots and seemed capable of shooting Bradley ................ 5 4 1.000 207 137 tod-ay, after the last week's schedule of
every time it took possession of the DeKalb ................ ..4 0 1.000 162 107 12 conference games brought first deball. In only one aspect of the p1aying Ill. Wesleyan ........ 3 0 . 1.000 138 83 feats to State Normal, Carthage, North
did the youthful Teachers' College State Normal .... 4 1
.800 175 130 Central and Augustana.
high school boys show to better effect Carthage .............. 3 1 .750 137 75
The three favorites are now the only
than did their opponents. Their pene- Carbondale .......... 3 1 .750 162 144 unbeaten fives of rt;he 21 in the state
tration of the second line of Robinson's Illinois College ....3 1 .750 129 116 college group with Bradley on top with
defense displayed a weakness in guards Wheaton ................2 1
.667 103
93 five victories, DeKalb close behind with
on the part of the boys from Crawford North Central ...... 2 1 .667 100 92 four, and Wesleyan in third with three.
county.
Augustana ............ 2 1 .667 103 111
In the first quarter of the game, Shurtleff .............. 3 3
.500 197 208
Robinson made fifteen points toT. C.'s Macomb ................ 1 1 .500 70 75
five. By half time, Robinson had Eastern ..................1 2 .333 92 100
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO.
amassed 24 points while T . C. had St. Viator ............ 1 3
.250 130 132
come up to 11. The score at the end Monmouth ............ 1 3 .250 124 133
of the third quarter was Robinson 32; McKendree .......... 1 4 .200 160 193
T. C., 16.
Eureka .................. 1 4
.200 155 210
Electrical Appliances, Fixtures
Horton and Wetzel of Charlest on of- Lake Forest ........ 0 2 .000 57 67
and
ficiated in the second team game.
Knox ...................... 0 2
.000
40 75
Complete R ad1o Service
Millikin ................ 0 4 .000 106 183
T. C. (First)
FG FT TP
604 6th St.
PHONE 474
Elmhurst .............. 0 5 .000 96 191
Endsley, f ................................ 2
4
0
Mirus, f .................................. 2
4
0
Day, c ........................................1
4
2
Carroll, g .............................. 1
1
3
Myers, g .................................. 0
0
0
Brown, g ................................0
1
1
Finley, g .................................. 1
2
0
Hayes, g .................................. 1
1
3
1
1
Childress, g ........................ .... 0
HOSIERY
Lewis, f .................................. 0
0
0
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
UNDERWEAR
quality we have. Every 1tem of high grade and
Totals .................................... 8
22
6
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
DRESS GOODS
the girl.
ROBINSON (First)
FG FT TP
McCall, f .................................. 3
1
7
HATS
Simmons, f ..............................4
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased t o render
1
9
Culp, c ...................................... 4
11
3
service at all times. Expert operator.
COATS
Boyd, g .................................... 2
1
5
4
Gifford, g ................................ 2
0
DRESSES
1
Hansen, f ................................ 0
1
Gibson, g ................................ 0
0
0
SPORTS WEAR

l

I
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fARRAR SEEING

Robinson Quints Mob
"
Two Tc A ggregat1ons

Little 19 Standings

BURBECK

Headquarters for

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store

•

7

37

MUSIC

FRESH CANDY

WHITE

Every Week

PLUMBING & HEATING
COMPANY

lOc, 15c, 20c.
Per Pound

Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work.

W. E. HILL & SON

PHONE 295

Southwest Corner Square

Clive Dick, Mgr.

SALE

'
$

Welcomes You! -

•

Totals .................................. 15
Referee: Daugherty (Casey) .

Welton's Shoe Shop

ALEXANDER'S

Broken sizes and odd lots. Greys, tans and
a few dark shades. Single and double
breasted; sport backs and plain backs. Some
with two trousers.
SIZES 32 to 42

MURRAY'S

CLOTHING

STORE
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Carbondale Five Whips Eastern, 45-28
Fulton, Forward,
Leads Southern
Panthers Ta~e E~r1· Le;~ Hi~ting Four ut o
Jve
ots m
First Six Minute's of Play.
With forward Derald Fulton showing them the way, Southern Teachers submerged the Panthers with a
45-28 score at Carbondale Saturday
night.
Hitting four out of five shots from
the center of the floor, Eastern
picked up a 9-4 lead in the first six
minutes of the game. Then, with five
minutes to play in the first half,
the Southern teachers tied the score
and forged to the front. They were
never headed.
Eastern started a
last half scoring rally but it fell far
short of the mark.
SINU Starts Out Slow
Although Southern started
out
slow, they inaugurated a dazzling
passing attack which Charleston was
unable to stop. The locals were at
a disadvantage throughout the game
due to their lack of heighth.
The old scourge of unlucky shots
again plagued the Panthers.
They
found the proper range on only H
out of 70 attempts. Fifty of those
shots were taken in the last half and
only seven of them made good.
Southern missed the majority of
their first period shots also, but made
an excellent percentage of their attempts during the last half.
Their
veteran forward, Fulton, continued
to lead the Little 19 race by scoring
14 points. Captain Joe curry was
the only Eastern player who seemed

1

Intramural Standings
Team
W. L.
Fidelis ........................................8 1
Newt's Hungry Five ............ 9 2
Phi Sigs ....................................7 2
Trojans .................................... 8 3
Lair ............................................6 3
Mummy's Boys ...................... 7 4
Jitter Bugs ............................ 5 3
Super Squirtigles .................. 5 3
Republicans ......................... ..4 4
Silver Streaks ...................... ..4 4
9th st. cadets ...................... 3 4
Gilbert Boys ........................ ..4 6
Egyptian Aces ........................4 7
IA Club .................................... 3 7
Ramblers ..................................2 6
Felta This .................. ............ 2 11
Pop's Boys ..............................O 11

Pet.
.888
.818
.777
.727

"How to Plan a Well-Organized
Physical Education Program for the
Elementary School" was the subject
for discussion at a meeting of country
Life Club last Monday, January 18.
Leo Berns presented the paper in
which he told the purpose and types
of physical education and gave some
playground instructions for teachers.
Following the group discussion of
this topic, plans were made for entertainment at a box supper at Finch
SehGal in February. The club chose
weaving and play makeup as their
work for exhibition at thE" American
country Life Assc. meet next summer.

Verne Barnes' Troop Gets Banner for Placing Most Boys in
Court of Honor.

The Candy Shop

Consult the News
your purchases.

when

planning

CLASSES MEET AT ALL HOURS
AT THE •.• .

Little Campus Cafe
SANDWICHES, DRINKS, SMOKES

KEITH'S
BAKERY
SPECIAL
ORDERS
SOLICITED

BAKERS OF
CHARLESTON'S
LEADING BREAD

"Meet with Your Friends H ere''
MAX WHITE, CHARLES CRITES,
Proprietors

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

VVe are equipped to do expert shoe
repairing~and at re::tsonable
prices.

GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
W. C. FITZPATRICK
PHONE 74
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson

---&:laT·c---

Patronize your News advertisers.

- - • LINCOLN_•-TUESDAY

BARGAIN DAY

lOc TO ALL TILL 5 :30, THEN lOc & 15c

Robert YOUNG-Ann SOUTHERN
bl

'Dangerous Number'
CONTINUOUS FROM 2:30

ADDED SHORTS

WEONESDAY-THURSDAY

SHOWS 2:30-7-9

THE ONE AND ONLY

George ARLISS
'The Man of Affairs'
In

EVE. 10c & JOe

rvtA T. 1Oc & 25c

FRIDAY -SATURDAY-

MAT. 25c-EVE. JOe

DOUBLE FEATURE
Charles LAUGHTON
in

llis gt.reatest role

'REMBRANDT'
with

Gertrude LAWRENCE
plus

Bing CROSBY

SHOE REP AIRING

King Furniture
Company

With Our Modern
Machines

Winfield Scott Angus, whose article
appearing in the Athletic J6,urnal
evaluates the effect of participation in
athletics upon schol-arship, 'is coach of
cross country and track at Eastern.
Mr. Angus' article is summarized on
the preceding page.

panthers to Meet
Macomb, IC-

Campbell's Electric
Shoe Shop

- - -E I S T c - - -

COUNTRY LIFE DISCUSSES
PRIMARY SPORTS CARD

Coach-Author

Boy Scouts Win·
Merit Awards

.666
The thr·e e Boys Scout troops of Cha.r.636 leston held their .court of honor on
.625 Monday night, January 18. Eleven
.626 , boys were present at the court, six re.500 ceiving -awards. Parker Ingram and
.500 Billy Cox, of the Training school, re.428 ceived medals making them second
.400 cla....c:s scouts. L ee Roy Browne, Wallace
.363 Wilson, Bercau O 'Hair and Bob Gree.300 son received merit badges :in carpentry,
.250 pathfindinlg, first .aid, and .personal
.ooo health, respectively. Mr. V. H. Barnes,
.OOO Troop 42 (Training .School) head, announces this court of honor as l-arger
than the totals of all those in 19;36.
Many changes have taken place in Troop 42 won the banner for most boys
this week's individual scoring. "Chick" present.
Pulliam, Gilbert Boys, scored 29 points
There are now three organized
to tie Adair, who has 68 points. Lewis, troops in Charleston : Troop 40, orof the Mummy's Boys, and Kessinger, ganized
through the Presbyterian
of Fidelis, are tied with 64' po'ints each church; Troop 41, Methodist church;
for second place honors. c. Carlock, Troop 42, Training .School. Scout ofof the Hungry Five, is third with 55 flicials are making plans for a "Cub
points. Haverstock is fourth with 40 pack," a troop for under- age boys from
points.
9 to 12 years, through the Training
----------------- ~· school. Troop 42. is the only ·t roop in
Charl-eston h-aving a full quota membership of 36 boys.
Mr. Charles Reynolds, teller in the
Charleston National 1b ank, has been
continued from Preceding Page
elected the new chairman for the Court
of Review. He will head the recruiting
campaign which will be held during
Stearns are two high-scoring for- Scouting's anllliversary week, February
wards for the Leathernecks and Hen- 8 to 12. This is the first recruiting
derson, the man who attracted at- campaign in the history of scouting.
tention here when Macomb walloped
- - - E ISTc - - - consistently accurate.
He regained
When planning your purchases,
his basket eye and sank four baskets. the Panthers in football, handles the
Waldrip was way off and only made center position. Stewart and Chat- read the News ads for guidance.
twp goals throughout the game.
man are the regular guards.
Western has lost to Bradley, a
We Present New Box Score
worthy opponent, but upset a strongly
IT TAKES THE BEST
Following is a new angle in box favored carthage quintet last week by
GRADE OF LEATHER ••••
~cores. The name of the player mak- a 31-28 score. Their conference standTo Stand the Bad Weath,er
mg a point or points is given, fol- ing is .500.
That's What You Get
lowed by a short description of the
Friday night, the day after engagat
type of shot and the running score ing Macomb, the Carson team meets
as the game progressed:
the always dangerous Illinois college j
Player, Type of Shot
EI
SINU hoop squad, who have crushed both
curry, Free throw .................... 1
0 Carbondale and Millikin this year.
605 7th St. SO. OF SQUARE
Edwards, Under basket .......... 1
2 Van Meter's boys are led by the 6 foot
L. Jones, Push shot .............. 3
2 5 inch Herb Scheffler, former allcurry, Pivot ................................ 5
2 state center for Springfield's state
Demster, Way out .................. 5
4 championship team. Scheffler, who
Waldrip, Side ............................ 7
4 started the season hot, is cooling off in
4 favor of two fast little Fletcher brothHolmes, Way out ...................... 9
Edwards, Under basket ··· ····· 9
6 ers, Cecil and Virgil. Captain Ni'ck
Edwards, Free throw .............. 9
7 Watts is the ball-handler and steadyFulton, Under hasket ............ 9
9 ing influence of the team. He played
10 at Monticello with Harry Combs, now
Broadway, Free throw ............9
12 one of Illinois' hot-shots.
Fulton, Side ................................ 9
14
Broadway, Under basket ........9
coach Carson speaks confidently of
Edwards, Free throw ..............9
15 his trip, believeing that the squad is !
15 rounding into better and better shape
Curry, Center ..........................l l
1·7 as a team, and the fact that Joe Curry
Broadway, Under basket ...... 11
18 is hitting again is a good sign.
Broadway, Free throw .......... 11
Baker, Free throw .................. 12
J.a
20
Broadway, 2 free throws .... 12
Half.
BRADING'S
20
Baker, Way out ...................... 14
:0:1
Hall, Free throw .................. 14
Quality Material and
23
Broadway, Tip in .................... 14
Prompt Service
25
Fulton, 2 free throws ........ 14
27
Fulton, Side .............................. 14
417 7th St.
PHONE 173
27
Baker, Free throw .................. 15
Here, fresh from the makers,
28
Broadway, Free throw ..........15
are
favorite pack-ages of
28
Waldrip, Way out .................. 17
Whitman's Chocolates - in·
30
Hall, Under basket ................ 17
eluding the world-famous
31
Hall, Free throw .................. 17
Sampler, and delightful Heart
31
Boxes. Call now and select.
H. Jones, Free throw ............ 18
33
Lucas, Side ................................18
New and Used Furniture, Stoves,
33
Curry, Way out ...................... 20
Rugs. Upholstering and furniture
35
Fulton, Under basket ............ 20
repairing.
35
Holmes, Under obasket ........ 22
610 Va.n Buren
35
Holmes, Free throw .............. 23
East Side Square
PHONE 270
35
Curry, Free throw ................ 24
PHOl\'E 960
E.
L.
KING.
Prop.
35
H. Jones, Under basket ........26
37
Lucas, Way out ......................26
39
Fulton, Tip in ........................26
39
Curry, Under basket .............. 28
40
Wolfinger, Free throw ........28
40
Fulton, Under basket ............ 28
44
Parsons, Under 'basket ........28
45
Sanders, Free throw .......... 628
I
.Referee: Finentga.
Umpire : Sullivan.
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In

'Pennies

Heaven'

from
with

Madge EVANS-Edith FELLOWS-Donald MEEK

~

SUNDAY -MONDAY

JAN. J1-FEB. 1
·-».•:....ua!ll

Gladys Swarthout-Fred MacMurray
in

'Champaign Waltz'
with

Jack OAKIE-Velos & Yolanda
COMEDY-ACT

CONTINUOUS SUNDAY

~

_ _ _____;:•E.-

REX THEATRE ......:11!•~---

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

ADM. 2Sc TO ALL

·Roadshow
Attraction-SUNDRA
SHOWING THE LIFE IN A NUDIST COLONY
FRIDAY -SATURDAY

Hoot
GIBSON
ADMISSION 10c
a

•

-

&"'....20c,.,._._ ......

MAT. SAT. 2:00

in

'SWIFTY'
SERIAL-ACT

- -~-r-

........,
___......... . - - -

REX THEATRE NOW OPEN ALL WEEK
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Author Tells
Of Flunking--(Con tinued from Page

Here You See L ane's Campus Ban d

Alter Talks
On Degrees--(Continued from P age

1)

1)

Elsa Diemer Sings
In Spring Festival
When the South Western Festival
organization gives its annual concerts
on April 7 in San Antonio, Miss Elsa
Diemer will be singing the Santuzza
part in the market scene of Cavaleria
Rusticano, and the aria from Tannhauser with the Tannhauser march
sung by the Festival chorus. The directors of the Festival will be Vladimir
Golschmann and Dr. Otto Wick.
Miss Diemer is the daughter of Mr.
and !Mrs. Friederich Koch and the wife
of Dr. Wick. Vladimir Golschmann
is, of course, director of the St. Louis
Symphony orchestra which appeared
here Jan. 17.
The matinee concert of the Festival
will be given by 600 school children of
the public schools of T exas while the
evening ctmcert will be given by the
Festival chorus consisting of about
400 voices.

examination in the four fields of hispicture before going out of business was
tory is the tough one," said Dr. Alter ,
"The GTeen Goddess."
"foT one must be prepared to answer
Meet s First Story Writing Success.
any question which the exammmg
The r oving journalist next became
board may choose to ask. Having
connected with the National Theate·l'
pas.s.ed the preliminary · examination
S yn dicate and went to work on the
one frequently supposes that all worP acific Coast. With them he acted as
ries are ov·er. Then all one has to
theater manager and organizer. It was .. . who will be featured in the second tht Wednesday dancing at Eastern do is .to write a thesis, which takes a
at this t ime that he wrote a 3hort Wednesday night dance on January last week when he played to a crowd year or more."
story and sent it .t o Bob Davis, then 27, from 9 to 10:30 o'clock in the of approximately 350 students. AdThe thesis must be on an original
editor of "Muncie's Magazine." He coll~>ge auditorium. Lane initiated missinn is five cents per person.
topic. One must sear·Ch through all
was paid one hundred dollars for the
records in order to be sure that no one
story, which later appeared in "Arelse has written on the same subject.
gosy."
Dr. Alter chose for his thesis the toptc
Alfter this success in 1924 Mr. Gor"'Mid Century Political Alignments in
don quit the theater business and comthe 'Middle Provinces." This dealt wilil
menced writing for magazines. He has
Stanley Elam, last year editor of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylbeen WJ."iting ever since, during which
- - EI STc--Already
the
1937
placement
total
is
the
Warbler, expects to enter his vania, from 1740 to 1760. All data used
t ime he has written, sold, and had
p ublished some five hundred magazine eleven, as teachers are being placed for book in the Columbia Scholastic in writing the th·esis must be taken
Press association contest. It will be from original sources ar copies of the
stories that have appeared in some 50
· ·
sources. Having completed
different magazines here, in England, second semester high school work. the first time that a warbler has anginal
Number
seven
was
Vincent
Kelly,
who
been
entered
for
criticism
in
this
nathe
thesis, one must 1be prepared to dean d in other countri·es.
(Continued from Page 1)
took over Otho Quick's position teach- tional contest.
The 1936 Warbler f.end it in an oral examination.
Yet He's 'Always Out of Money'
ing industrial arts in the Lexington, took a first place in the National
Dr. Alter said if he were graduatiug
He has usually been paid by the North Carolina, high school.
Mr. Scholastic Press association contest from colleg.e this spring at the age of not try to attain it is to pronounce a
work. At one time he was under con- Quick accepted a similar position in the held at the University of Minnesota about twenty-one, he would immediate- deat h sentence on human beings and
tract to write for Doubleday, Doran
Charlotte high school system in the in Minneapolis last fall.
ly start working on a m aster of arts on t heir social relationships!
and company, getting a flat rate of same state. Willard Duey, another '36
'Democracy Evolving'
.
. . .
degree by enrolling in summer school
one thousand dollars a novellette of graduate, will teach mechanical draw- . There w_Ill _also be yearbook diVISIOn at the University. By teaching dur"Democracy is not a static concept. It
about twenty-five thousand words. His ing and woodwork in the De Bois jun- m the Illr~lOlS Press Association con- ing the winter and going to summer is an evolving concept. We must start
contract called for six novellettes and ior high school of Springfield, Illinois.\ ference this year.
school for four years he would com- with the fundamental fact that everysix short stories each year. Neverthe- Mary Ellen Redden has accepted a
"'sT
plete his master of arts degree. He thing changes. But just because things
less, Mr. Gordon laments the fact primary position in the Blue Island
would then .try to get an administra- change is no sign t here isn't a perthat he is and .has b-een continually
school system of Cook county,
tive job. and, if possible, save enough sistance t o things, too. What we
out of money. He has written two public
Illinois.
'
money m thr-ee or four years to get want, then, is to attempt to find at
.b ooks which were published here and
"'sT
--his doctor of philosophy degree. "Be- least the compromise between change
in England, "Code of Men" and "Sally
MRS.
WILLIAM
E.
WARNER
A group from .the state assembly, ing ma~Tried," said Dr. Alter, "would and permanence that will assure our
of Show Alley." Plays which he wrote
VISITS IN ASHLEY HOME headed by Senator Melvin Thomas be no handicap, but might on the oth- retaining all the good things and go·
while in New York hav-e since been
and including Dr. W. E. Sunderman of er hand be .a distinct advantage. It ing ahead and getting the better."
published and have been played by litthe State T-eachers College board, had is hard for a single man to get an adDr. MacGregor stopped suddenly and
tle theaters, schools, and amateur orMrs. William E. Warner of Col- a twelve o'clock luncheon in the Prac- ministrative position." After three or
gave his characteristic Scotch grin.
ganiza:tions.
umbus, Ohio, arrived in Charleston tical Arts building Friday. After the four years at such a position, he would
Durmg the P:ast three years~· Gor- Thursday noon to visit until Monday luncheon those who could stay, includ- ask for a leave of absence to work, on "Perhaps I'd better save the rest," he
said.
don h~ been m ~ollywood wntmg ~m· with Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence F. Ash- ing Senator Thomas, Dr. Sunderman, a doctor of philosophy degree.
magazmes and _Pictures .. He. has wn~- ~ ley. Her husband, Dr. William E. Representative Victor McDonald and
"It is desirable to have such a plan
~n for the u:mversal PlCtm e Produc- Warner, faculty member of Ohio State his brother, were shown through the
outlined,"
advised Dr. Alter, "although
t10n Corporation and for C. C. Burr, university, leader in industrial arts building by Dr. R. G. Buzzard.
one
caJnnot
always follow it out to the
who made all the Clara Bow and John- education and national secretary of
- - - EI S T c - - letter."
ny Heinz pictures. In this time h.!S Epsilon Pi Tau, was, meanwhile, at- - - I : IST ' c - - name appeared with about twelve dif- tending a meeting of the National MISS RUTH SMALHAUSEN
SATUR DAY-9:30 till 1:00
TAKES ATIEBERY'S PLACE FIDELIS MEETS TONIGT
fer-ent pictures. For two of Hoot Gtb- Education board in Washington, D. C.
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, salson's pictures and for some others, 11.~
---E:IST'c--Fidelis
will
meet
tonight
at
7:30
for
ads, chicken and noodles. fruit cake,
has written original stories. For othef
Miss Ruth Smalhausen of Robinson
MATH
CLUB
MEETS
the
purpose
of
nominating
candidates
pictures he h as written the scre-en verpies, cookies, bread and rolls.
Tilinois, a graduate of the Universit;
for pledgeship. Joe Curry, president,
sions of other stories.
of
Illinois
and
of
Columbia
Universit
y,
Math club will meet Wednesday night
7th St. -% Block South of Square
urges a ll members to be present.
Is Very Versatile
at 7:30 in room 26. Gene Lederer will arrived Monday, Janua.ry 24, preparatory to filling Miss Clara Attebery's
Mr. Gordon h as written every con- speak on "Fourth Dimension."
position. Miss Attebery is leaving to
ceivable type of writing. Although he
study at New York University at the
is probably b est known for his western stories, h e has also written stories of apprentice writing." He cites as an end of this week.
example Ben Ames Williams who
- - - I ! : I STC: - -of mystery, romance .and adventure.
wrote
some
eighty
stories
of
abo~t
oneMr. Gordon \Was marrie d in 1919
PHI SIGS PLEDGE SEVEN
From that time until 1929, when he half million words befor·e selling a
you traded at
and his wife were separated, his home word. Mr. Gordon himself has had
Phi Sigma Epsilon has pledged the
was in Berkeley, California. They h ad some one thousand rejectiOiru:i. His
following
students, to be taken into
no children. His home is now alter- first book went to eighteen publishers
the
fraternity
at t he end of the winter
Just off the South Side Sq. o.n 6th
nately in Hollywood and New York. before finding one who would publish
term:
Charles
Brown, Emmett ShipFor the last few week,s, as we have said, it. Later it was published in two edihe has been visiting his father in Char - t ions, ran as a serial in a newspap-er, ley, Forrest Lancaster, Glenn Coler,
and was used in p-ktures. "An ade- Robert Gibson, Charles Fiscus, and
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
leston.
FOR QUAI ,ITY
Outdoor sports are a hobby with 1\til'. quate vocabulary is essential," says J'le, Herschel Jones.
Gordon. As a student here he played "In the light of not only knowing
A good hair cut just doesn't happen- it is th~ result of long experibaseball, basketball, football, and ten- what to say, but what not to say.
PETERS'
Sug·gests News Innovation.
ence and careful attention. You
nis. Later polo and golf b ecame favorcan get that kind of service at the
"My
suggestion
for
something
that
ite pastimes. , Hunting and . fishing h e
BEAUTY
SHOP
will
h
elp
students
of
creative
really
enjoys, no part of the United States
h aving escaped his field and stream writing is sometl;llng in the line of
'Ye Shop 0' Beauty"
what the News did with the lite<rary
invasions.
supplement. Instead of h aving one
Zotos Permanents . . . a soft, n atHe 'Flunked' Here •
SOUTH WEST C ORNER SQUARE
ural wave ... no m achine a.nd
supplement,
however,
more
good
could
Mr. Gordon believes that making
no electricity.
good grades in English has little force be done hy devoting a column of each
issue
to
cre<ative
writing.
In
this
way
in predicting the s uccess one may hav-e
PHONE 1506
North Side Square
in commercial writing. He himself those who fail once may try again.''
while enrolle d h ere "flunked" every
English course at his first attempt. He
found in trying to get a position as .
journalist that most newspaper editors
look askance at graduates of journalism schools.
"My opinion," says Mr. Gordon, "is
at
Complete Drug ~nd Fountain
that anyone who wants to write fiction
S.ervico
badly enough to sit down and write
SHELL SERVICE STATION
and keep on writing can sell their writC. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & Madison
NORTH SIDE SQUARE
ings to national magazines. Few peoA new Black Suede Strap Slipper of fine
ple h ave achieved sales without years

Bureau Totals 11 Elam Will Enter '36
Warbler in Contest
Placements in '37

MacGregor Surveys
Education Trends-

Assembly Group Tours
EI Buildings Grounds \

Farm and Home
Market

You Will Always
Be Glad ....

W ERDEN'S GROC.

· MARl

EL L O

HOLMES
BARBER S HOP

Courteous Service,
Quality Products

I YELLOW CAB CO.
TWO NEW GENERAL CABS

quality, with square toe and square
heel, offered in black for only . . . . .

She'll Be Your Valentine
For a Box of Candy

Day and Night Service

T ELEPH ONE 220
N. E. COR. SQUARE
T h e T h inking Fellow Calls a Y elJ.ow

•

Easily wor th two dollars m.or e.

CORNER CONF ECTIONERY
N. E. CORNER SQUARE

$1 94

See Our W indow-Shoe m ark ed " As Advertised"

from th.e

NEW FORD V -S's
Charleston, Til.

Here Is
Something 1·

PEOPLES DRUG
STORE

PHONE 81

INVAA.T•s

_

BllOWNbiltSHOE STOAE
B ALOU '

C HARLESTO N

H O ; I l AV

ILL.

THE BRILLIANT "85" ... . THE THRIFTY "60"

McA R THUR MOTOR

..

BOY S CO UT
CiHO l

<e;
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